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This thesis presents an analysis of officer professional
development within the VP (Maritime Patrol) Aviation Community
of the U.S. Navy and a VP SEATOURS model designed for use in
planning for more efficient utilization of available manpower.
Historical billet and career path analysis is conducted for the
purpose of examining command selection probabilities, defining
a common career structure, and identifying relevant parameters
for model development. Current information for officer inven-
tory and sea duty billet requirements is used to calculate sea-
tour opportunities or shortfalls for specific tour positions
over projected fiscal years. Model capability is illustrated
in the applications phase where adjustments are made to sea
duty assignments, billet requirements, and tour positions.
The model provides the means to "test" alternatives which may be
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PREFACE
An adaptation of a similar model presented in Ref. 18,
the VP SEATOURS model was developed using the APL programming
language on the IBM 3 60 computer of the Naval Postgraduate
School. This thesis was completed as part of the Research in
Officer Manpower and Personnel Planning sponsored by the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower
and Reserve Affairs) and the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Manpower, Personnel, and Training, OP-01)
.
The model is now accessible to manpower managers in OP-01
using the APL*PLUS system of the Scientific Time Sharing Cor-
poration. Potential users may readily familiarize themselves
with the model by referring to Section VI. B. through E.,





Manpower management within the Department of Defense (DoD)
is becoming an increasingly complex and costly endeavor, parti-
cularly during the era of an all-volunteer force. Essentially
a closed personnel system with little lateral entry and with
leadership and management developed within, the Defense Manpower
System is constantly changing as a consequence of alterations in
monetary and nonmonetary policies of the government. Such a
dynamic environment routinely demands timely, absolute, and de-
cisive reaction to manpower problems which directly or indirectly
influence defense posture.
For effective management of military manpower during the
1980' s it is imperative that precise, automated methods be em-
ployed in the collection and processing of relevant data. This
is critically important in the establishment of manpower require-
ments and determination of the most effective utilization of
available resources for fulfilling defense objectives. Manpower
managers must be properly equipped to provide a prompt and cor-
rect response to manpower problems and to detect trends in gov-
erning policies which require immediate attention. The ability
to accurately analyze and forecast long range effects of avail-
able alternatives is a valuable, desperately needed, dimension
to manpower planning within the defense establishment.
11

One of the most recent, perplexing problems facing manpower
managers in the United States Navy is that of aviation officer
management. Increased commercial airline hiring in conjunction
with other factors during the late 197 O's has been a major con-
tribution to steadily decreasing retention rates among military
pilots, a resource requiring extremely high training costs. If
aviation manpower requirements are maintained in order to achieve
currently mandated readiness levels, then development of effec-
tive utilization policies must be of immediate concern in an
era of dwindling personnel resources. Declining steadily since
FY 1977, pilot retention in the U. S. Navy fell to 48 percent
in FY 1978, plunged to 31 percent in FY 1979, and is projected
to reach 27 percent during FY 1980 [Ref: 13:47]. Low pilot re-
tention coupled with recent pilot production shortfalls will
combine to yield severe limitations in availability of junior
officer aviators. Unless effective management techniques are
immediately applied, the problem will continue to persist and
possibly become more intense during the 198 's.
In general, manpower management techniques applied in Naval
Aviation are similar in scope to those employed in other major
communities of the Navy, e.g., Surface Warfare and Sub-Surface
Warfare. However, each community, and particularly the avia-
tion segment, possesses a rather unique structure necessitating
specific management considerations. The aviation branch consists
of a number of sub-communities requiring distinct management
12

attention regarding officer professional development and man-
power planning. The nature of Naval Aviation requires such an
approach because of the diversity of missions and types of air-
craft necessary to fulfill defense objectives. Naval Aviation
may be divided into six major categories, as follows: VA (at-
tack) , VF (fighter) , VP (maritime patrol) , VS (ASW-f ixed wing)
,
HS (ASW-helicopter) , and mission support which includes (VT)
training, (VAW) airborne early warning, (VX) research and de-
velopment, (VQ) special mission, and (VR/VC) utility squadrons.
Significant differences exist across all of these categories
with manpower requirements determination largely independent,
requiring each to be managed separately with regard to utiliza-
tion and career development policies.
This thesis focuses on management of one segment of Naval
Aviation: the VP (Maritime Patrol) community. A relatively
large and extremely valuable dimension to the Naval Air Force,
the VP community provides an additional element of complexity to
manpower management since the officer complement consists of
NFOs (Naval Flight Officers), as well as pilots. Therefore,
analysis dealing with VP officer professional development must
address both of these officer categories, even though each group
may have somewhat differing assignments and billet requirements.
Definition of the most prevalent career paths followed by
VP officers can be helpful in analyzing professional develop-
ment in this particular aviation community. Incorporation of
13

historical career path analysis with considerations for future
manpower utilization, concentrating more on desired product
rather than just "filling slots," may prove beneficial in es-
tablishment of viable policies which more effectively employ
scarce manpower resources.
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze manpower management
within the VP community by focusing on officer professional de-
velopment and thereby establishing relevant criteria for appro-
priate input parameters for the subsequent application of a VP
Seatour Opportunity Model. After a description of aviation
officer professional development, the analysis will first explore
historical billet structure and VP career paths. Information
derived from this analysis will provide a basis from which to
define parameters used in the VP Seatour Opportunity Model which
is designed to assist manpower managers in planning VP officer
distribution and utilization. With the ability to "test" alter-
native manpower policies through use of an interactive computer
model, VP manpower managers may be able to detect immediately
trends in resource employment which require intelligent altera-
tions in current policy affecting manpower distribution within





II. AVIATION OFFICER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Officer professional development and career management are
extremely complicated and demanding tasks involving a concerted
effort on the part of manpower managers to properly match individ-
uals with organizational requirements. The concept of career
management can be viewed from the individual perspective of de-
veloping his or her own life pattern of work or from the organi-
zational perspective of creating a well-defined career path for
personnel to follow [Ref: 5: 325-349]. Individuals must identi-
fy major goals and interim objectives to become competent mana-
gers of their own careers. Organizations must assume responsi-
bility for assisting individuals in career management by pro-
viding detailed information regarding alternatives and sequences
of jobs which may be undertaken to enhance opportunity for a-
chieving career success, as well as meeting organizational goals.
As a plan for establishment of priorities for effective manage-
ment of manpower resources, officer professional development is
essential in an effort to provide and maintain a knowledgeable
and competent officer corps capable of supplying the leadership
required in an increasingly complex naval environment.
Defining the best career development path for affording
necessary experience and expertise is a difficult task involv-
ing the need to match individual desires with organizational
objectives. Requisite training, rank restrictions, tour depen-
dencies, and tour sequencing are all major constraints on
15

career development of unrestricted line (URL) officers and
significantly complicate the distribution and assignment pro-
cess. There are basically three phases of attaining profes-
sional excellence as an URL officer [Ref: 10: vii]
.
1. Warfare qualification and fundamental operational
experience (grade of ensign through lieutenant)
.
2. Attainment of qualification for command-at-sea (grade
of lieutenant commander through mid-grade commander)
.
3. Command-at-sea or ashore - the major goal (mid-grade
commander through captain)
.
In each of the above phases the requirement for operational
excellence is repeated, the necessity of attaining and reinforc-
ing subspecialty development is emphasized, and individual
growth in managerial roles is stressed [Ref: 10:5]. The corner-
stone of career development, therefore, is intended to be the
establishment of operational expertise in a specific warfare
specialty, such as aviation, surface, or sub-surface. However,
it is equally important to provide an opportunity for qualified
officers to pursue concentrated development in secondary, sub-
specialty fields. The OTMS (Operational Technical Managerial
System) has been employed since 1972 in an effort to provide
such opportunity and broaden the scope of URL career development.
Establishment of a viable aviation professional develop-
ment path for meeting individual needs as well as fulfilling
requirements for competent, skillfully trained officers is a
16

comprehensive problem that must be solved in an aggressive, in-
telligent manner, particularly during an era of aviation man-
power shortages. Manpower managers must attempt to meet indivi-
dual career objectives to the greatest extent possible while
also ensuring that sufficient, properly trained officers are
available to fill mission requirements. Assignment priorities
must be established using all available manpower planning tools
and methods.
It is paramount for every young aviator to have the oppor-
tunity to spend a major portion of his career flying operational
aircraft, the task for which he was initially trained and pos-
sibly a primary reason for his entry into the Navy. Neverthe-
less, there are numerous shore and sea positions not involving
flying which must be filled by qualified naval aviators. When
aviation manpower shortages occur, fleet billet requirements
obviously take precedence. As a consequence, shore billets are
out of necessity "gapped" or not filled at all. As in any man-
power system, increasing personnel shortages not only place a
considerable burden upon manpower managers but also upon the
remaining constituents who may be forced to alter career ob-
jectives in order to fulfill organizational needs. Naval Avi-
ation's current manpower crisis has reached a level where sig-
nificant steps must immediately be taken to increase retention,
reduce requirements, and/or discover alternative sources of
personnel. A recent URL Officer Study has explored and
17

recommended methods of improving the current aviation man-
power situation [Ref: 13].
Since there is considerable variability in billet require-
ments and career paths within Naval Aviation, an analysis of
officer professional development should commence at the sub-
community level. The VP (Maritime Patrol) community offers a
unique professional development path with emphasis on two major
divisions of aviation officer manpower: pilots and NFOs (Naval
Flight Officers) . Although their respective career paths are
currently much more similar than in the recent past, some minor
differences continue to exist. It was not until the early
1970' s that NFOs were able to compete on an equal basis with
pilots for VP squadron command positions.
Professional development of VP officers must include an
efficient balance of operational sea tours (flying and non-fly-
ing) to develop required operational expertise and shore assign-
ments for the establishment and utilization of technical or
sub-specialty endeavors. The primary objective is to provide
officers fully capable of commanding VP squadrons at sea and
fulfilling demanding technical and managerial positions ashore.
Figure 1 illustrates the professional development path of
aviators, as found in the Unrestricted Line Officer Career
Guidebook [Ref: 10:44]. Caution must be observed in interpre-
tation of the career path depicted because it represents only
a very general guideline to the structure of the VP officer's
18

career. As a result of constantly changing manpower policies
and requirements revisions, individuals may have many options
available in some cases and, therefore, do not exactly follow
the path outlined.
Analysis of the entire VP aviation community, or a sub-
stantial portion thereof, may provide insight as to whether VP
officer's are receiving duty assignments which provide experi-
ence levels essential for development of future commanding
officers. Recent trends in assignment policy indicate focus
on filling voids in the training command and fleet replacement
squadrons (FRS) . This emphasis on flying billets may cause a
considerable number of aviators to forego opportunities for
ship assignments and sub-specialty development. Analysis of the
billet structure and career paths within the VP community also
assists in delineating specific constraints affecting VP man-
power management and provides a firm basis for development of
a manpower planning model.
19
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III. HISTORICAL BILLET ANALYSIS
A. PURPOSE
Analysis of historical billet assignments of VP officers
is useful in defining career structure and detecting trends in
professional development. Additionally, this method proves
valuable in identification of the type of billets being assigned,
the frequency of these assignments, and who is filling specific
billets. Frequency distribution analysis of billet assignments
at certain time periods of a career is helpful in defining tours
which are significant in the effective professional development
of the VP officer corps. Crucial assignments may be recognized
as necessary flowpoints in a career path for enhancing individual
professional development, thereby leading to increased promotion
and command selection opportunities. Specific billets may be
examined separately or in combinations to establish a career
path structure. When the objective is' to develop a manpower
model for a specific warfare community, historical billet analysis
proves to be a beneficial method for definition of model para-
meters, such as billet types, billet requirements, tour depen-
dency, and timing of certain tours commonly associated with the
specific warfare community.
Historical billet analysis conducted in this research con-
centrates primarily on the professional development path leading
to VP squadron command. Consequently, the structure of analysis
21

requires an examination of approximately the first 15 years
of a VP officer's career from service entry through the command
screening point. Therefore, command screening serves as a con-
venient and useful criterion for comparison of VP pilot and
NFO career development.
B . DATA
The data employed in this research was extracted from Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) Officer Master
File data tapes. This source included records of all officer
personnel on active duty as of November 1979. VP pilots and NFOs
in year groups '57 through '65 were randomly selected from the
file to form the specific sample for analysis. Table 1 gives
a summary of this sample with computed selection/nonselection
proportions
.
For each individual in the sample the following information
was extracted:
Rank (present grade)
Promotion Status (select or fail to select for next
higher grade)
Year Group (current year group)
Designator (current warfare specialty designator)
Source Code (Commissioning source)
ACBD (Active Commission Base Date)
Command Selection Status (Year of selection, primary/
alternate, and type of squadron)
22

Current Billet (Billet presently assigned)
Promotion History Dates (Dates of promotion to each grade)
Billet History (Eight most recent duty assignments with
respective Navy Officer Billet Codes (NOBC)
,
Ship/Station Identification Codes (SSIC) , and
reporting/detaching dates)
Appendix A includes a sample of the format used to display the
above information. Initial inspection of this data revealed that
gaps prevailed in duty assignments for a considerable number of
cases. Further analysis determined that professional training
(i.e., Naval War College, Armed Forces Staff College, etc.),
postgraduate education, and some postgraduate utilization tours
were not included in the duty assignment listings for each case.
Consequently, additional information specifically targeting
these crucial tours had to be extracted from the Officer Master
File to complete the billet histories of individuals having
completed such tours. Also included in Appendix A is a sample
format of the additional information required to fully recon-
struct the billet histories of all VP officers in the sample.
The year group restriction of '57 through '65 was established
for two important reasons. First of all, records of a consider-
able number of cases in year groups prior to '57 were not com-
plete since only the most recent eight tours were included in
the data, thereby making it impossible to reconstruct the early
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year group '65 had not as yet been fully considered for com-
mand selection. At the same time, all information concerning
billet history and command screening was available for year
groups * 57 through '65.
A major limitation of the data is the fact that attrition
information is not taken into account. Therefore, the analysis
centers only upon "due course" officers who have advanced through
the command screening "window" and have been selected or not
selected for command of a VP operational or miscellaneous squad-
ron. As a matter of current policy, VP officers normally enter
the command screening "window" at year group plus thirteen years
of commissioned service and are eligible for selection during
a three year period [Ref : 11:14] .
C. METHODOLOGY
Interpretation of the Officer Master File data required
extensive application of Navy Officer Manpower and Personnel
Classifications Volume I (Major Code Structure) and Volume II
(The Officer Data Card) (NAVPERS 15839D) [Refs: 19 and 20].
These publications explicitly define each of the numerous
categories and codes included in the Officer Master File. The
sections of these references found to be the most useful are
included in Appendix B.
The process of defining a billet history for each officer
in the sample began with a review of the individual record to
25

ensure there were no existing gaps. Initially, 18 separate
billet categories were established and a billet code assigned to
each: 11 shore billets and 7 sea billets. Table 2 includes a
listing of these categories with definitions describing each.
Although considerable aggregation could have been applied, the
initial objective was to keep the billet categories as specific
and mutually exclusive as possible to preclude major interpre-




51 - STAFF - D.C.
Any shore staff tour in the Washington, D. C. , area not
specifically designated as a postgraduate utilization
tour.
52 - STAFF - OTHER
Any shore staff tour not involving postgraduate utiliza-
tion, assignment in the Washington, D .C. , area, or warfare
specialty related duties. This category additionally
includes overseas staff shore duty.
53 - STAFF - WARFARE SPECIALTY RELATED
Any shore staff tour specifically involving duties related
to aviation warfare specialty. This category can include
tours on major staffs such as NAVAIRLANT, NAVAIRPAC, and
PATWINGS
.
11 - INSTRUCTOR DUTY - FLEET REPLACEMENT SQUADRON (FRS)
Any tour in a major fleet replacement squadron, such as
VP-3 or VP-31 for the VP community.
12 - INSTRUCTOR DUTY - NAVAL AVIATION TRAINING COMMAND




13 - INSTRUCTOR DUTY - NAVAL ACADEMY/NROTC/PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Any instructor tour at the Naval Academy, an NROTC unit,
or the Naval War College, etc.
PI - GRADUATE LEVEL EDUCATION
Any tour involving graduate level education leading to a
MA/MS or Ph.D. degree.
P2 - SERVICE COLLEGE EDUCATION
Any tour as a student at the Naval War College, Armed
Forces Staff College, or other similar professional school.
Ul - SUBSPECIALTY UTILIZATION
Any tour involving utilization of previously obtained post-
graduate education. This tour designation takes precedence
when any other billet category is concurrent.
Rl - RECRUITING COMMAND
Any tour involving assignment to recruiting duties.
TO - INITAL FLIGHT TRAINING
The initial flight training tour.
SEA BILLETS (7)
Fl - FIRST OPERATIONAL SQUADRON TOUR
Initial operational squadron assignment.
F2 - SECOND SQUADRON TOUR
Any squadron assignment after the first operational tour
but not including the VP department head tour. This tour
could include any "disassociated" squadron assignment.
F3 - THIRD SQUADRON TOUR
Any squadron assignment after the first operational tour





Dl - DEPARTMENT HEAD TOUR
The VP department head tour which is normally the second
operational flying tour.
Bl - SEA DUTY - STAFF
Any tour that involves assignment to a seagoing staff such
as a CARGRU or CRUDESGRU staff.
B2 - SEA DUTY - SHIP'S COMPANY
Any tour involving assignment to a ship's company billet
such as navigator, CIC officer, TSC officer, hanger deck
officer, etc.
B3 - SEA DUTY - OTHER
Any tour involving overseas sea duty assignments or remote
shore tours considered to count as sea duty. This may in-
clude certain TSC, NAVFAC, and overseas NAS assignments.
The billet history of each officer in the sample was analyzed
tour by tour. For each tour position the corresponding NOBC
(Navy Officer Billet Code) was referenced to determine the spe-
cific duties performed in that tour. A determination was then
made for assignment of the most appropriate billet category code
for that particular tour. In some cases a considerable amount
of interpretation was required in selection of the billet cate-
gory code applicable to the tour being considered. The most
frequent conflict arose in instances where an individual may
have had a shore staff tour which was also considered a post-
graduate education utilization tour. In that case, since post-
graduate utilization was considered to have precedence, the tour




For each of the 4 62 officers sampled billet category codes
were assigned, tour by tour, and recorded in a separate data
file. Each record commenced with the tour the individual was in
at the time last considered for command. This tour position
was designated T0UR1. Each preceding tour was then recorded un-
til the entire career had been coded with the last assigned code
representing the tour immediately following service entry. This
tour was normally the flight training assignment. Appendix C
provides a sample format of some of the cases in this new data
file. Each case represents the individual's career, as defined
by billet category codes, from service entry to the command
screening point. Additional information included in this file
consists of case numbers, selection or nonselection codes,
source codes, flight hours attained, and codes depicting the
last billet held in the department head assignment.





A frequency distribution program developed using methods out-
lined in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences [Ref :9]
was then applied using respective data for each of the above
groups to ascertain a career structure which represents the
most prevalent billet categories occurring at certain tour
29

positions (TOUR 1 through TOUR 8) . Additionally, commissioning
source and billets held in the department head tour were com-
pared among all four groups. Conditional probabilities involv-
ing specific tours were also calculated to define the impact
of these tours on opportunity for command selection. The re-
sults of this analysis phase are compared with information in-
cluded in a recent memorandum from the senior member of the
fiscal 1980 Aviation Command Screen Board [Ref:3].
D. FINDINGS
1. Frequency Distribution Analysis
Frequency distribution analysis provided a means for
determination of the most prevalent billet categories occurring
in specific tour positions (TOUR 1 through TOUR 8) . Table 3 ex-
hibits the results of this method for the four officer groups
analyzed. Billet categories delineated under each tour posi-
tion heading represent billets which occurred in at least 10
percent of the cases for that specific tour. The remaining,
less frequent categories were truncated. Each billet category
is listed by relative frequency for each tour position with per-
centage of occurrence adjacent in parentheses. It is essential
to point out that the information presented in Table 3 does not
directly reflect career paths, although such information can be
utilized as a basis for development of career patterns, as will
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The results are useful in identification of the billet types
most frequently undertaken, at what time frames they prevail in the
career structure, and who is most likely to have completed them.
For example, the most prevalent billet in the TOUR 1 position for
three of the four groups analyzed is the S3 shore staff billet.
By far the most common at the TOUR 2 and 3 level, the department
head tour (Dl) additionally exists over a wider range of tour
positions. It is also apparent that service college education
(P2)
,
prevailing in TOURS 2 and 3, is more frequent among pilot
and NFO selectees than nonselectees.
Such information may also imply underlying timing aspects
which may prove significant for certain billet categories. For
example, although heavily concentrated in TOUR positions 2 and
3, the department head billet maintains a large proportion in the
TOUR 1 position for nonselectees, possibly indicating that having
this billet at a later point in the career may not necessarily
prove enhancing to selection opportunities. Perhaps confirming
the 198 Aviation Command Screen Board (ACSB) report that getting
into the department head tour too early could be detrimental to
command screening [Ref:3], the data reflect a large proportion of
nonselectees having such a tour in the relatively early TOUR 4
position.
Further evaluation of the department head billet was consid-
ered relevant since it is currently believed to be the single most
important factor in the screening process [Ref:3]. Table 4 in-
cludes a summary of the frequency of specific assignments held
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while in the department head tour. For pilot selectees, the
operations and maintenance officer positions were by far the
most common. Pilots having served primarily as safety or ad-
ministrative officers or who had never attained a major depart-
ment head position seemed less likely to be selected for command.
For all nonselectees a more evenly distributed range of depart-
ment head positions was evident with a considerably large per-
centage never having served as a major department head.
For NFO selectees there was evidence of heavy concentration
on the operations officer position and a relatively large per-
centage having administrative officer positions or no major de-
partment at all. In general, the data reveal that operations and
maintenance officer positions may be enhancing and that failure to
attain at least one of the four major department head positions
while in the department head tour may in fact be detrimental to
command selection opportunities.
The most significant commissioning sources of selectees and
nonselectees are presented in Table 5. Naval Academy graduates
were a major source of pilot command selectees, but likewise
represented a substantial percentage of nonselectees in addition
to Aviation Officer Candidates. For NFOs, those officers having
participated in the Naval Flight Officer Candidate Program ac-
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Comparisons of specific billet types were conducted for
the purpose of identifying the relative importance of such bil-
lets in the careers of command selectees and nonselectees. Table
6 depicts percentages representing the proportion of each group
having completed at least one tour in the specific billet in
question. Findings of this phase of analysis are also compared
with information included in the most recent Aviation Command
Screen Board (ACSB) results. Since this source of information
is based on aviation-wide command screen results, not specifi-
cally VP , some caution is required in interpretation.
Analysis reveals that pilot selectees were more likely
to have attained an advanced degree (PI) than pilot nonselectees.
However, NFO selectees and nonselectees maintained close to equal
likelihood of having received postgraduate education. ACSB find-
ings indicate that advanced degrees are not necessarily required
but certainly are not detractors in the command screen process
[Ref : 3] .
The percentage in parentheses under the Ul billet category
in Table 6 represents the proportion of individuals having at-
tained postgraduate degrees who were subsequently assigned to a
utilization or "pay back" billet. The ACSB reports that use of
postgraduate education in billets requiring such educational
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process [Ref:3], However, in this research pilots and NFOs who
had postgraduate education and eventually failed to select for
command were more likely to have completed utilization tours prior
to the command screening point. Such information may support the
perception that postgraduate utilization may prove detrimental
to selection if it precludes participation in more "visible"
operational assignments.
A substantially larger portion of selectees than nonselec-
tees was found to have completed a service college tour (P2) of
some type, particularly during tour positions 2 and 3. This finding
probably reflects the selectivity in assignment for such tours and
a tendency to afford such training to officers exhibiting greater
career potential. Analysis of shore staff billets revealed that
only a slightly larger proportion of selectees had completed
shore staff tours (SI) in the Washington, D.C., area. For pilots,
a greater portion of nonselectees had received shore staff tours
(S3) directly related to warfare specialty operations. The same
was true for NFOs, but to a much smaller degree.
Data indicate that a considerably larger proportion of
selectees had completed tours at fleet replacement squadrons
(II) . This confirms the findings of the ACSB which disclose
that "fleet replacement squadron tours were very much in evidence"
in board deliberations [Ref: 3]. Although not the case for NFOs,
a larger proportion of pilot nonselectees had performed duties
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as instructors in the flight training command (12) . This find-
ing may substantiate a reason for the stigma which had been
attached to training command positions in the past. Operational
flying tours and fleet replacement squadron tours had been, and
still are, considered more "visible" and career enhancing. How-
ever, for NFOs, more selectees than nonselectees had completed
training command tours. In general, 198 ACSB findings indi-
cate more selectees with training command experience than had
been the case in the recent past. Therefore, the current trend
may be to shift more emphasis on training command positions,
particularly during an era of pilot shortages and attrition when
it is imperative to fill instructor positions. The importance
of such billets is emphasized by the fact that command screen
boards will be instructed "to direct particular attention to
past performance as training command instructors" [Ref: 3].
A most interesting and unexpected finding was that a
larger proportion of nonselectees was discovered to have com-
pleted sea duty assignments, particularly ship's company billets
(B2) during tour positions 3 and 4. Even though not quite as
obvious, this trend also prevailed for other sea duty billets
(B3)
. A much more equitable distribution of sea duty assign-
ments among all four groups was anticipated. This finding sug-
gests that considerable, disassociated sea duty assignments may
not significantly enhance a VP officer's opportunity for command
selection. However, the ACSB recommends that detailers should
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emphasize that shipboard tours are in fact an enhancing factor
in the command screen process, but further stipulate that it
proves as such only if performance is good [Ref: 3]. Perfor-
mance information, as mentioned before, was not a part of this
analysis due to obvious privacy considerations.
As far as operational flying tours are concerned, a
greater proportion of pilot nonselectees and NFO selectees had
completed a second flying tour (F2) sometime between the first
operational tour (Fl) and the department head tour (Dl) . Cur-
rent aviation officer assignment policy generally precludes more
than two VP operational flying tours due to other sea billet re-
quirements which take priority [Ref: 1]. Consequently, the
second flying tour (F2) is more of an exception rather than the
rule, since normal assignment consists of two operational flying
tours: the first operational tour (Fl) and the department head
tour (Dl)
.
To summarize, the most interesting findings derived
through billet comparisons are as follows:
1. Although advanced degrees had been attained by a
greater number of selectees, postgraduate utilization was more
prevalent among nonselectees.
2. A larger proportion of pilot and NFO nonselectees
had completed ship's company sea duty tours.




4. Selectees were more likely to have had instructor
tours in fleet replacement squadrons.
5. A larger percentage of pilot nonselectees had com-
pleted training command tours.
6. Shore tours involving warfare specialty related
staff duty were completed by a larger proportion of nonselectees
7. Pilot selectees were more likely to have been opera-
tions or maintenance officers in the department head tour. NFO
selectees were more likely to have been operations officers or
not to have had a major department at all during the department
head tour
.
8 Timing of the department head tour may prove impor-
tant to command screening opportunity.
3. Conditional Probability Analysis
Since the probability of having completed a specific
billet given the condition of selection or nonselection had been
computed, the next phase of analysis focused on an investigation
of conditional probabilities for selection or nonselection given
the condition that a particular billet had been completed. The
computation of conditional probabilities was readily conducted
through application of Bayes ' Theorem [Ref: 6:55], Appendix D
includes a sample computation of the conditional probabilities
for the ship's company sea duty billet (B2) with an additional
table relating joint probability considerations which are rele-
vant for a more intuitive understanding of the results.
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As a basis for this analysis, the overall command selec-
tion opportunity for VP pilots and NFOs had to be determined.
This was found to be .41 and .32, respectively, as previously
reported in Table 1. Based solely on the data used in this rer
search, these percentages represent the average command selec-
tion opportunity for year groups '57 through '65. The aggregate
command selection opportunity was found to be .38. The accuracy
of these percentages was confirmed by personnel at the Naval
Military Personnel Command (NMPC-431) . It is important to note
that a major reason for the NFO command selection percentage to
be considerably less than that for pilots is the fact that NFOs
were not considered for VP command positions until the early
197 0s. A trend reflected in the data, NFO command selection op-
portunity is expected to increase, particularly due to the fact
they are now on a much more competitive basis with pilots than
before.
Overall command selection opportunity percentages were
combined with previously computed conditional probabilities
for having completed a specific billet given the condition of
selection or nonselection. These probabilities were primary
inputs in the equation for application of Bayes' Theorem. Table
7 summarizes the results for 14 of the original 18 billet cate-
gories. The TO and Fl billet categories were not considered
since everyone in the sample had completed these billets. In
addition, the F3 and Rl billets were excluded because only a
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very small portion of the sample had previously held such tours.
The probability values included in Table 7 are defined as follows:
P(S|X) - the probability of selection, given that billet "X"
had been completed at some point in the officer's
career.
P(S|XC )- the probability of selection, given that billet "X"
had not been completed at any point in the of f icer '
s
career.
As shown in Table 7, the probability of selection given
that a B2 tour had been completed is .34, whereas the probability
of selection given that such a tour had not been completed is
.50. Likewise, the complements of these conditions can easily
be computed. Such findings for the B2 tour, specifically, seem
contrary to generally held perceptions of the value of such
tours toward command screening and promotion opportunity.
The conditional probabilities may be interpreted in two
ways. First of all, the probability of selection given that the
B2 tour had been completed (.34) can be compared to the probability
of selection given that the same tour had not been completed
(.50) . This clearly shows that not having such a tour may in-
crease the opportunity for command selection. Secondly, the
probability of selection given that the B2 tour had been completed
(.34) may also be compared to the overall probability of selec-
tion (.41). This may be interpreted to mean that having the B2
tour may actually result in a selection opportunity less than
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the overall probability of selection. However, joint probabili-
ties, as applied in the example illustrated in Appendix D, as-
sist in bringing the analysis into proper perspective by depict-
ing selection and nonselection probabilities based on the pro-
portion of the group who had or had not completed the tour. In
the example, this indicates that 58 percent of the pilot sample
had completed the B2 tour and that out of that group about two-
thirds were not selected for command. Not having completed a
B2 tour seemed of little consequence for the remaining 42 percent,
since exactly half of them was selected. Similar analysis can
be conducted for each of the 14 billet categories to determine
the importance of a single billet in the command screen process
and, furthermore, its significance in the professional develop-
ment of officers. Of more eminent value is a consideration of
combinations of certain billets to approximate career paths and
subsequent determination of how such paths may influence command
screen opportunities and contribute to officer professional de-
velopment. Such methods will be explored in Section IV.
The following is a summary of the more noteworthy condi-
tional probability results, as depicted in Table 7:
PILOTS
1. Service college education (P2) significantly enhances
command selection opportunity.
2. Postgraduate education (PI) may have some positive
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3. Fleet replacement squadron tours (II) seem to im-
prove selection opportunity.
4. Training command tours (12) may tend to restrict
command selection chances, although this trend may be reversed
in the near future.
5. Instructor duty at the Naval Academy, ROTC units, etc.
(13) may prove beneficial to command screening.
6. Ship's company sea duty tours (B2) and other sea
duty tours (B3) may prove detrimental to command selection op-
portunity.
7. Staff shore duty involving warfare specialty (S3)
may not be particularly enhancing.
NFOs
1. Service college education (P2) significantly improves
command selection opportunity.
2. Postgraduate education does not seem to be considerably
important; however, utilization of such education (Ul)
,
particu-
larly if it precludes operational tours, seems to be detrimental
to command selection opportunity.
3. Fleet replacement squadron tours (II) are very en-
hanc ing
.
4. Training command tours (12) have considerable positive
influence on command selection opportunity.
5. A second operational flying tour (F2) between the
Fl and Dl tour may prove beneficial.
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6. Ship's company sea duty tours (B2) and other sea
duty tours (B3) may have a negative effect upon command screen
opportunity.
7. Staff shore duty not involving assignment in Wash-
ington, D.C., or to a warfare specialty staff (S2) may have a
negative influence.
It is important to note that performance data was in-
accessible and, therefore, not included in the analysis. How-
ever, the intent of this phase of the analysis was to concentrate




IV. CAREER PATH ANALYSIS
A. PURPOSE
A more complete analysis of VP officer professional develop-
ment can be achieved through investigation of combinations and
sequences of billet categories that constitute career patterns.
Determination of specific combinations of tours or assignments
which have historically provided the experience and knowledge
required for assuming command positions is a valuable endeavor
for two reasons. First, it provides manpower planners with the
opportunity to thoroughly scrutinize past and present management
policies regarding the desired mix of assignments, as balanced
against mandated requirements, so that they may develop and im-
plement effective policies affecting future production of tech-
nically competent, qualified, professional officers. Secondly,
if properly disseminated by community managers, such information
may provide beneficial guidance to individual officers so that
they may have a better understanding of the pertinent career
structure and a more complete knowledge of which assignments
may prove most rewarding and challenging, particularly if the
career ambition is to attain squadron command.
Using identical data, career path analysis is a continuation
of the historical billet analysis described in Section III. How-
ever, of particular concern in this phase of the research was
the establishment of an additional data file consisting of complete
47

career paths, as defined by specific combinations of billet
categories, for each case in the sample.
B . METHODOLOGY
The data file illustrated in APPENDIX C and the information
provided through frequency distribution analysis of billet cate-
gories, as depicted in Table 2, were used as the basis for this
phase of research. As a feasible approach to career path defini-
tion, it was determined that analysis would commence with the
selection or nonselection tour (T0UR1) and work back over the
previous seven tours to the tour immediately following service
entry. A career path flow diagram was constructed for each of
the four officer groups' analyzed to establish a basis from which
to compare the various career patterns.
Inspection of the frequency distributions revealed that a
sample size (numbers) limitation problem might be encountered
when attempting to define typical career paths using the 18 bil-
let categories initially established. If the career patterns
of all individuals in a certain billet category in the T0UR1
position were to be traced back over previous tours with 18 pos-
sible categories available, the dispersion would be such that by
the T0UR3 or T0UR4 position only a very small number would
continue to prevail in a common career path. A similar problem
had been encountered in other research involving billet history
analysis of surface warfare officers [Refs: 17 and 21] . There-
fore, it was determined that more cases could be included in
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specific career paths if the defined billet categories were
aggregated, while still retaining categories which differ sig-
nificantly. Consequently, subcategories under the shore staff,
operational flying, education, instructor, and sea duty assign-
ments were combined to form the following nine billet categories
subsequently used in defining VP career paths:
S - shore staff duty
F - operational flying tour
P - postgraduate education or service college tour
I - instructor duty
B - disassociated sea duty tour
U- - postgraduate utilization tour
D - department head tour
R - recruiting duty
TO- initial flight training tour
A data card for each of the 4 62 cases was created with the indi-
vidual's career path outlined, in terms of the above billet
categories, from service entry to the command screen point.
Two methods, each of which produced similar results, were
employed for the purpose of defining the most prevalent career
paths among each of the four officer groups analyzed. Cross-
tabulation techniques, as outlined in the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences [Ref: 9: 218-248], were used to determine ca-
reer paths by specifying billet categories for each tour posi-
tion. For example, billet categories in TOURl were
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cross tabulated with those in TOUR 2 to provide a listing of
common career paths for these two tours. By stipulating certain
billet categories for each preceding tour position, career paths
could be computed for each of the four officer groups. A second,
facile method proved to afford the same information using the
IBM card sorter. Data card decks for each group were sorted by
billet category starting with TOURl. The initial sort provided
separate groupings by specific billet category for the TOURl
position. Each of these groupings was further divided for the
T0UR2 position and so on until the initial flight training tour
was reached or the number of cases dwindled to so few that further
sorting would have proved meaningless. In fact, the categoriza-
tion procedure was terminated once the group being "tracked"
over a specific career path reduced to less than five in number.
Frequently, this occurred by the time the T0UR4 position was
reached, although some career paths continued to be tracked back
to T0UR6 or T0UR7
.
By referring to the career path flow diagram for pilot selec-
tees in Figure 2, the sorting process can be traced as follows.
A total of 73 pilot selectees was found to have been in shore
staff billets at the time of selection (TOURl) . To determine
which billets were most common for this group immediately prior
to TOURl, the sorting process was completed for the T0UR2 posi-
tion. The result was that 4 5 of the 73 had been in department
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head billets, 14 of the 73 had been enrolled in postgraduate
school or service colleges, with the remainder of the group dis-
persed among five other billet categories. Further, career paths
of the 4 5 officers who were department heads in T0UR2 were addi-
tionally examined to discover which billets had been completed
in T0UR3 . In this case a majority was discovered to have been
in either disassociated sea duty tours (B) or in postgraduate
school or service college (P)
.
Once common career paths were identified, probabilities were
computed for having completed a specific path given selection
or nonselection. When combined with overall selection opportunity
probabilities, this information could be used via Bayes' Theorem
to determine selection probabilities given that certain career
paths had been followed. In addition, comparisons could be made
between career paths among pilots only, among NFOs only, and
among pilots and NFOs combined.
C. FINDINGS
Figures 2 through 7 include the results of career path anal-
ysis in the form of career path flow diagrams for each of the
four groups and for separate, aggregate samples of selectees and
nonselectees. The diagrams clearly illustrate considerable
dispersion in career paths within each group. Even with billet
categories aggregated to a total of only 9, sample size limita-
tions severely restricted the number of individuals who could
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be "tracked" over a specific career path. However, the most
prevalent career paths could be defined by concentrating on those
which contained the greatest numbers of individuals for each
group analyzed.
Although several complete career paths were identified,
most were terminated at the T0UR4 position because of excessive
dispersion. Consequently, the career sequences illustrated
in Figures 2 through 7 represent, in a majority of cases, only
the most recent three or four tours in career paths which in
fact consisted of up to seven tours. It is important to note
in particular, that for the 4 62 cases examined, the average
career path to the command screen point included six tours.
Therefore, career sequences defined in this phase of the re-
search reflect only the later portions of VP career paths.
However, this is the more variable portion of the VP career
path, since the initial two tours normally consist of the stand-
ard flight training phase and the operational squadron assign-
ment.
1. Career Path Identification
Examination of pilot selectee and nonselectee flow dia-
grams revealed that the most frequent paths appeared to be the
SDPB and SPDB sequences. This also proved to be the case for
NFO selectees. In contrast, two different sequences, SDBS and
DSSB, were found as most prevalent for NFO nonselectees.
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Figure 2. Career Path Flow Diagram for 150 Pilot Selectees. T0UR1 is the assignment at time
of selection. Numbers in parentheses are numbers of pilots with the 3eauence indicated at the
tour position. Specific billet categories are defined on page 41.
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Figure 3. Career Path Flow Diagram for 150 Pilot Nonselectees. TOUR1 la the assignment at time
of nonselectlon. Numbers In parentheses are numbers of pilots >fith the s««tuence Indicated at the




Touai TOUR 2 TOUR3 T0UR4 T0UR5 TOUR6 T0UR7
—D(2)
OTHERS(IO)
Fipure 4, Career Path Flow Diagram for 52 VFO Selectees. T0UR1 Is the assignment at time of
selection. Numbers in oarentheses are nunbers of NFOs with the sequence indicated at the tour
oosition. Specific Slllet categories are defined on pa?e 4>.
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Figure 5. Career Path Flow Diagram for 100 NFO Nonselectees. T0UR1 Is the assignment at time
of nonselectlon. Numbers In parentheses are numbers of WFOs with the sequence indicated at the


















Figure 6. Career Path Flow Diagram Tor 212 Pilot and NFO (A^are^ate) Selectees. T0UR1 is the
assignment at time of selection. Numbers in parentheses are numbersof pilots and MFOs with
the sequence indicated at the tour position. Specific billet categories are defined on paue A9
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Figure 7. Career Path Flow Diagram fop 250 ^ilot and NFO (Af»7rer»ate) N'onselectees. T0U31 is
the assignment at tine of nonselection. **urbers in parentheses are nu-bers of pilots and MTOs




In an attempt to define specific career paths with more
individuals per sequence, pilots and NFOs were combined to form
aggregate groups of selectees and nonselectees . This proved
beneficial in that such combination considerably enhanced iden-
tification of certain career paths which may have otherwise gone
unnoticed. Figures 6 and 7 include career path flow diagrams
for aggregate selectees and nonselectees. For selectees, even
though the SDPB sequence clearly appeared as the most common,
reasonable numbers were additionally maintained in the SPDB, UPDB,
SDBP, and SPDI career paths. Relatively large concentrations
of nonselectees prevailed in the SPDB, SDSB, SDBS , SDIB, and
DSBI career paths.
2. Conditional Probability Analysis
Bayes ' Theorem was applied to determine conditional prob-
abilities of command selection, given the completion of a specific
career path or portion thereof. Results of this analysis are in-
cluded in Tables 8 and 9. The relative importance of the se-
quences listed can be ascertained by comparison of the percen-
tages of both columns for each sequence. The first column in
each table represents the probability of selection given that a
particular sequence had been completed during the officer's
career. The second solumn shows the probability of selection
given that a certain sequence had not been completed at any




The Probability of Selection Given Specific Career Path
Sequences for Pilots and NFOs
PILOTS





















Career Path Sequence P(s|x) P(S|XC )
SPD .75 .29
SDP .61 .30






. This table displays Bayes ' Theorem results for separate
samples of pilots and NFOs. Unique career sequences and
combinations of similar sequences are included.
P(s|x) - The probability of selection given that sequence "X"
had been completed during the officer's career.
P(s|xc )- The probability of selection given that sequence "X"





The Probability of Selection Given Specific Career Path
Sequences for an Aggregate Sample
(Combination of Pilots and NFOs)
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. This table displays Bayes ' Theorem results for an aggre-
gate sample of all pilots and NFOs. Separate career se-
quences and combinations of similar sequences are included
The probability of selection given that sequence "X"
had been completed during the officer's career.
P(S|X)
>P(S|XC )- The probability of selection given that sequence "X"




that if the SDBP sequence had been completed, selection prob-
ability was increased from 41 to 68 percent. In contrast, if
the UDIP sequence had been completed, selection probability was
decreased from 41 to 26 percent.
Five separate career paths consisting of four tours each
and representing the most common sequences were examined for the
pilot group. In addition, two career sequences with three tours
each were included in the analysis. For pilots, the SDBP path
was most prevalent, exhibiting a selection probability of 68 per-
cent. However, although undertaken by a very small number of
individuals, the sequence providing the greatest selection prob-
ability was the partial path from shore staff duty to department
head and then to service college or postgraduate school (PDS)
.
Table 8 also depicts the findings for five separate NFO
career paths. Contributing substantially to command selection
probability, the SDP and SPD career sequences were the most fre-
quent for this group. The SDB sequence seemed to be a marginal
contributor, whereas the SDS and SDI paths reduced selection
probability considerably.
Another interesting aspect of the analysis is a compari-
son of specific career paths to determine how differences in
billet sequences might affect selection probability. For example,
comparison of the SPDB, SDPB, and SDBP sequences for pilots shows
that an officer's chances of selection improve from 41 to 62 to




For NFOs, the position of the D tour may be important
in the SDP and SPD sequences. Contrary to pilot findings, oc-
currence of the D tour somewhat earlier seems to increase the
selection probability for NFOs. Comparison of the SDP, SDB, SDS
,
and SDI sequences indicates that it may be more enhancing to
have a P tour preceding the D tour, rather than a B, S, or I
tour. This finding further substantiates the relative importance
of postgraduate education and service college assignments.
Table 8 also shows conditional probabilities of selection
given several combined career sequences. As an example, all pi-
lots having the SDBP or SDPB sequence were consolidated into one
group, since the only major disparity in these career paths was
the order of occurrence of the P and B tours. A combination of
these sequences results in a conditional selection probability
of 66 percent as compared to 3 9 percent if this combination had
not been completed.
Conditional probability results for the aggregate sample
are included in Table 9. Comparison of the UPD and UDP sequences
reveals that having the postgraduate education or service college
tour (P) after, instead of prior to the department head tour (D)
,
is clearly more enhancing. However, it is important to note
that the results are based on a relatively small number of in-
dividuals having followed such sequences.
By far the most common for the aggregate case, the SDBP
and SDPB paths are very enhancing, separately and in combination,
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whereas the SDBS and SDSB sequences prove to be quite detrimental
to command selection. Once again, the relative position of a spe-
cific billet within the sequence, namely the D tour's position
relative to the P tour, affects selection probability.
Further review of aggregate findings reveals that even
though the particular billet sequence may have a positive or
negative effect, the existence or absence of a unique billet in
that given sequence may significantly influence selection prob-
ability. For instance, in the SDSB (.17) and SDPB (.68) se-
quences, the latter maintains a selection probability four times
greater than that for the former. Therefore, this finding im-
plies that the major contributor to the increased selection prob-
ability is precisely the postgraduate education or service college
tour (P) . Again, it is important to note that performance in-
formation is not included in this analysis. The enhancing nature
of the postgraduate education and service college tours may be
partially attributable to the fact that high performance is
normally a prerequisite for assignment to them.
In summary, comparison of career paths with concentra-
tion on billet sequences and compositions of sequences has en-
abled identification of those assignments or sequences of as-
signments which are important and contribute the most toward VP
officer professional development. Although sample size proves
to be a limiting factor in this analysis, the method employed
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has adequately distinguished the most prevalent career paths
pursued by VP officers. Conclusions are mitigated to some ex-
tent by the fact that many sequences were followed by relatively
small numbers of individuals. This was a result of the substan-
tial dispersion in career paths which seems inherent in the VP
aviation community. Similar analyses for other aviation communi-
ties would most likely be confronted with the same problem. In
general, results seem to indicate that even though certain se-
quences may greatly enhance command selection probability, there
is no single career path which ideally leads to command.
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V. DISCUSSION OF THE VP CAREER STRUCTURE
The purpose of historical billet and career path analysis
was to examine officer professional development and define a
career structure for VP aviators. Emphasis was placed upon
specific billets and career paths from service entry to the
squadron command position. The full impact of the findings
is somewhat attenuated by the fact that performance information
was inaccessible and, therefore, not incorporated in this re-
search. Individual performance is, unquestionably, a major
factor in selection for certain billet assignments and the
screening process for command. Nevertheless, the intent of
the foregoing analysis was to focus only on specific billets
and combinations thereof to determine the relative contribu-
tion of each to command selection probability.
Application of frequency distribution methods and Bayes
'
Theorem disclosed valuable information regarding billet types
assigned, frequency of assignment, and as to which billets ap-
peared to be career enhancing. Comparisons among selectees and
nonselectees revealed that there are certain billets which are
common among these groups and which affect command selection




postgraduate education (PI) , and dis-




Career path analysis considered billet combinations and
sequences for identification of the most prevalent paths which
have historically been completed by VP officers. An- interesting
finding was the fact that the existence of one specific billet in
a particular sequence of three or four tours could substantially
improve or impair selection probability. Arrangement of cer-
tain billets within a given career path was also discovered to
drastically affect selection opportunity in some cases. Con-
siderable dispersion experienced among career paths implies that
there are numerous routes to command selection or nonselection.
Although several sequences were more common than others, the
general conclusion of this career path analysis is that there
appears to be no unique sequence of billets which will always
lead to squadron command
.
Perhaps the most valuable feature of these historical billet
and career path analyses, was the success in delineating a com-
mon career structure which depicts crucial flowpoints and typical
options present during careers from service entry to command.
Based upon findings of the preceding analysis and defined using
the original 18 billet category codes, Figure 8 represents a
career structure characteristic to the VP community. A logical
sea/shore rotation schedule is illustrated with various career
alternatives available at each level. Since previous findings
indicate that the department head billet seems extremely impor-
tant to VP aviators, it is displayed as a single, critical node
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through which, in reality, nearly all VP officers traverse on
the way to command screening. Similarly, flight training and
the first operational squadron tour are listed separately
since these are normally the first two tours encountered after
service entry. The VP career structure exhibited allows 960
possible paths from flight training to squadron command. Since
it incorporates nearly all, and certainly the most prevalent
career alternatives available, this representation is considered
to be an accurate depiction of VP officer professional develop-
ment.
Career structures similar to that outlined in Figure 8 can
prove valuable as foundations from which to develop manpower
models designed to assist community managers in resource utili-
zation and planning. Historical billet and career path analyses
are beneficial in delineating specific model parameters such as
billet types, tour positions, and tour dependencies. Preliminary
investigation of such parameters for any warfare community being
examined is important for identification of the relevant aspects
of career development. Using the career structure presented in
Figure 8 as guidance, the following sections focus on the











Figure 8. VP Career Structure
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VI. THE VP SEATOURS MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
As manpower problems become increasingly complex in the
198 0s, the need for more exact, reliable planning and forecasting
methods becomes imperative. Frequently, manpower management is
reactive in nature, where immediate action is prescribed and
undertaken to solve eminent, critical problems. This often leads
to implementation of shortsighted, patchwork methods which are
likely to prove inadequate in the long run. An accurate manpower
model can help to avoid such situations by providing managers with
the capability to establish more effective and efficient utili-
zation of available manpower in present and future scenarios.
Manpower management within the U.S. Navy can be improved
through development and employment of planning models which assist
analysts in early identification of, and selection of the appro-
priate response to, potential manpower problems. Application
of such models can provide an automated processing capability
which significantly enhances the manager's ability to detect
trends in manpower employment and to accurately analyze present
and future alternatives to personnel assignment and utilization
policies. The advantages are evident in a considerable savings
in time and in actual resources, as well as a higher degree of
reliability than current methods. Therefore, increased use of
manpower planning models can provide a more timely, accurate,
and effective means for decision making and planning.
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Research is currently being conducted to develop inter-
active computer models for the major unrestricted line (URL)
communities within the U.S. Navy [Refs: 7 and 8]. Development
of a model for the VP (Maritime Patrol) community is based upon
the mathematical formulation and program used in a recently com-
pleted model for the Submarine Officer Corps [Ref: 18]. Even
though the mechanics of the program are the same, model para-
meters differ due to inherent disparities in the aviation and
submarine communities. The VP SEATOURS model is, therefore, an
adaptation which specifically employs criteria directly rele-
vant to the VP community.
B. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The VPTOURS program employs the APL programming language
[Ref: 4] which allows for easy interaction, substantial versa-
tility with vector and matrix data, and a continuous flow of
information between the computer and analyst. The objective of
the program is to calculate seatour opportunities, expressed
in the form of a ratio of manpower requirements to available
inventory. Appendix E includes a printout of the VPTOURS com-
puter program as derived from the SUBTOURS program of Ref. 18.
Manpower requirements for specific sea duty assignments are
determined using two data inputs: number of sea duty assign-
ments by type and number of billets per type for each tour
position. As illustrated in Figure 9, the five tour positions
used in this model depict the normal sea duty tours undertaken
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by VP aviators during their careers. These tours correspond
directly to the sea duty tours previously shown in Figure 8,
except that the disassociated sea duty tour may consist of
several assignment possibilities and the Major Sea Command tour
is added in Figure 9. The tour positions illustrated in Figure
9 represent years of commissioned service required to become
eligible for certain billets and the length of the tour while
in that billet. The number of officers available to fill re-
quired billets is determined using tour positions and the in-
ventory of officers, as projected for future years by year
group and rank.
A peculiarity of the SUBTOURS model is that officers with
rank at or above the normal rank for a particular tour are con-
sidered available for that tour. The VP SEATOURS model is more
definitive in that it is programmed to specify the lower and
upper limits of the grades of officers considered available for
specific seatour positions.
Requirements for sea duty assignments are matched with pro-
jected manpower supply. The resultant output, the SEATOURS
OPPORTUNITIES matrix, depicts specific tour positions with sea-
tour opportunities expressed as a ratio of requirements to
supplies projected for future years. A ratio of less than one
indicates the chance of any one of the available officers ob-
taining a seatour billet in that tour position, whereas a ratio
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Figure 9. VP Seatours Positions
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greater than one implies that the tour is undermanned. In the
latter case, the ratio is expressed as a percentage in parentheses,
indicating the amount by which the specific tour in a certain year
is undermanned.
The utility of the model lies in the ability to manipulate
the data in the computation of the seatour opportunities. Im-
mediate access to data display and the ease of changing relevant
information from any point in the program enhances model versa-
tility. Input information can be altered temporarily or perman-
ently, thereby allowing the user considerable flexibility in
testing various alternatives for specific manpower planning situ-
ations.
Through model application analysts can more effectively de-
tect trends necessitating immediate changes to current policies,
test proposed alterations, and analyze outcomes in a cost-effective
manner. For example, if additional ships or squadrons are pro-
grammed to enter the fleet requiring new billets to be filled
over a certain time frame, model application can determine the
resultant effect upon seatour opportunities for the available
officer inventory. Changes can also be made in the professional
development path through alterations in tour position start
points and durations. As an example, the effects of lengthening




The VP SEATOURS model can be used to determine seatour op-
portunities for pilots and NFOs, separately, or for an aggregate
situation including all VP aviators. Inventory and billet re-
quirement data are stored separately for the aggregate, pilot
only and NFO only situations. Each category may be individually
analyzed by simply using a COPY command which transfers perti-
nent data to the main APL workspace prior to commencing the
program run.
C. MODEL OPERATION
The main program function, VPTOURS, is initiated by indica-
ting the number of years desired for projection and the calendar
year in which the stored data begins: 6 VPTOURS 1980. If re-
quested, a set of program instructions may then be displayed.
The next step involves selection of one of three subprogram
options: DISPLAY, CHANGE, and SEATOUR.
The DISPLAY function formats the data used in seatour oppor-
tunity calculation and allows for display of the following four
matrices: sea duty assignments by type (Table 10), position of
seatours with respect to years of service (Table 11) , billet
requirements for each sea duty assignment per tour (Table 12)
,
and officer supply for the selected time interval by time in
service (Table 13) . Although supply information is stored in a
three dimensional matrix by rank (ensign through captain) , the
information displayed represents only total supply over all
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ranks by years of service and projected for the requested num-
ber of fiscal years.
The CHANGE function allows the analyst an opportunity to
alter any data included in the display function except for the
supply of officers. Changes are possible for sea duty assign-
ment projections, tour positions, and billet requirements for
each sea duty assignment. Supply data originate from an outside
source using another predictive model [Ref: 15]. Therefore,
such information is not alterable through the CHANGE function
and may only be varied upon receipt of updated supply projec-
tions.
When selected, the SEATOUR subroutine generates the seatour
opportunity ratios. Matrices of officer requirements and offi-
cers available by tour positions and fiscal years are first pre-
sented. This information is followed by the final output of sea-
tour opportunities, expressed in ratio format, by tour position
and fiscal year from the start year projected for as many years
as originally requested.
D. VP MODEL PARAMETERS
The VP SEATOURS model is designed to focus on manpower utili-
zation in the VP community with specific emphasis on sea duty
assignments. Model accuracy is dependent upon the parameters
chosen for entry in the four data input matrices mentioned
above. Although previous historical billet and career path
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analyses concentrated on the career structure up to the command
position, the scope of the VP SEATOURS model is expanded to en-
compass the entire career progression from the rank of ensign
to that of captain. However, it is limited by the fact that anal-
ysis is restricted only to sea duty assignments. Shore duty op-
tions previously examined and displayed in Figure 8 are excluded
in the model. Future research may provide a more complete anal-
ysis by inclusion of shore duty assignments as well.
1. Sea Duty Assignments
Sea duty assignments for VP aviators were determined
using previous career path analysis and the disassociated seatour
options as outlined in Ref . 14. The matrix in Table 10 shows
the 15 sea duty assignments selected for use in the VP SEATOURS
model with projected numbers of such units over the next six
fiscal years.
The first six assignments represent those aviation
squadrons to which VP aviators may be assigned for sea duty
tours. The first one (VP) constitutes the major sea duty as-
signments for all VP aviators since this option includes the
first operational flying tour, department head tour, and
executive and commanding officer positions. The other five
squadrons (VPSD, VXE , VXN, VC and VR/VRF) represent possible
options for the second, disassociated sea duty tour. Since it
has recently been designated as a separate warfare specialty,




PROJECTIONS OF 3E« DUTY ASSIGNMENTS BY TYPE
1980 1931 1932 1933 1984 1935
SEA DUTY
ASSIGNMENTS
vp 24 24 24 24 24 24
*? vf-sd n 2 o 2 rt 2
3 VKE 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 v;;n 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 vc 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 VR/VRF 3 3 3 3 3 3
7 PEP 5 5 5 5 ' 5 5
3 cv 13 13 13 13 13 13
9 AMPHIB 7 7 7 7 7 "7/
10 SERVF 3 3 3 3 3 3
11 CAPGPU 8 8 3 3 3 3
12 TSC 3 3 8 3 3 8
13 NAVFAC 7 7 7 7 ' 7 7
14 CRUPGR 6 6 6 6 6 6
15 PATWING 4 4 4 4 4 4
The personnel exchange program (PEP) enables qualified
officers an opportunity to undertake sea duty assignments in
squadrons of five participating foreign countries. The CV
designation represents aircraft carriers on which VP sea duty
assignments are available. AMPHIB and SERVF categories define
the average number of amphibious and service force units,
respectively, on which VP aviators may serve at any given time.
The average number is used since VP aviators can be assigned
to a small proportion of the total amphibious and service force
units in the Navy's current inventory.
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The sea duty assignment matrix is completed by inclusion
of sea-going staff positions and shore assignments which are
counted as sea duty. There are five of these, defined as fol-
lows: Carrier Group Staffs (CARGRU) , Tactical Support Centers
(TSC) , Naval Facilities (NAVFAC) , Cruiser-Destroyer Group
Staffs (CRUDGR) , and Patrol Wing Staffs (PATWING)
.
2. Tour Positions
VP tour positions with respect to years of service
were derived using the VP career structure depicted in Figure
8 and through assistance from manpower analysts in the Naval
Military Personnel Command and in the Manpower Personnel/Train-
ing (MPT) Division (OP-13) of the Office of the Deputy Chief
of Naval Operations (DCNO) .• Figure 9 illustrates V? seatours
positions by type, rank, and years of commissioned service.
The hashed areas represent shore duty tours normally occurring
between sea duty assignments. The starting point and duration
of each of the five seatours are required to establish the
matrix in Table 11:
Table 11
TOUR POSITIONS WP:T YEARS OF SERVICE
TOUR NUMBER 1 n 3 4 5
TOUR START 2.0 7.0 12.0 16.5 21.0
TOUR LENGTH 3.0 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.0
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Applicable to both pilots and NFOs, tour starts and
lengths are accurate to within six months. It is recognized
that there may be some instances where necessary tour exten-
sions or early terminations may occur. However, on the average,
the position of VP sea tours, as depicted above, is considered
sufficiently accurate for modeling purposes.
3 . Billet Requirements
Billet requirement information for specific tour posi-
tions was determined using VP Squadron Manning Documents (SMD)
which designate mandated billets by rank for VP pilots and
NFOs [Ref:12]. Personnel at the Naval Military Personnel Com-
mand (NMPC 432i/432p) served as confirming sources for this
and other pertinent data. Billet requirements for the other
five squadron categories were similarly determined, but the
process was somewhat complicated by the fact that these units
are not exclusively comprised of VP aviators. With the excep-
tion of VP Special Detachments (VPSD) , these squadrons do not
maintain billets explicitly for VP pilots and NFOs, but ones
which may be normally filled by any pilot or NFO. Several ship
and staff assignments were also less definitive for the same
reason. Therefore, billet requirements specified in the model
for each sea duty assignment represent those specifically des-
ignated for VP aviators plus those which, on the average, are
filled with VP personnel.
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The billet requirement matrix in Table 12 defines
VP billets by tour position for each sea duty assignment:
Table 12
BILLET REQUIREMENTS
SEA DUTY TOUFi: POSIT IONS
ASSIGNMENTS
1 2 3 4 5
1 VP 50 7
• 9 VPSD 9
3 V>,'E 3 o 1
4 VXM 3 -> 1
5 vc 1 1 1
6 VR/VRF 4 3
7 PER 3
8 cv 10
9 AMPHIB n 1
10 SERVF 1 1
11 CARGRU 1
12 TSC 3 1
13 NAVFAC 1 1
14 CRUBGR 1
15 PATWING 1
The matrix indicates, for example, that each aircraft
carrier (CV) normally has 10 billets to be filled by VP avi-
ators in the second tour position. Similarly, CARGRU staffs
have two billets and CRUDGR staffs one billet which may be
assigned to VP aviators in the second tour position. There
are 9 billets exclusively for VP officers in Tactical Support
Centers (TSC) : 8 in the second and 1 in the fourth seatour
position. Most PATWING staff assignments are generally
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considered §hore duty; however, the Patrol Wing Commander
position is used as a sea duty tour in the model since it
involves major command of operational squadrons. Several
amphibious and service force units may also provide major
sea command positions for VP aviators [Ref:16]. Although
many of the billet requirements listed above are based on
"average" conditions, the versatility of the model facili-
ties alterations when exact requirements become known.
4. Supply
The supply matrix in Table 13 represents the total
supply of VP officers by years of service, as projected for
the selected number of fiscal years. It is derived from sup-
ply information stored by rank, years of service, and fiscal
year in a three dimensional array. This inventory data pro-
jected from 198 through 198 6 were obtained from the Officer
Management Simulation Model (OMSM) currently in use by ana-
lysts in the MPT Division (OP-13) of the Office of DCNO [Ref
15] . Based on inventory data as of 3 September 1979, this
information is entered as a three dimensional supply array.
The matrix in Table 13 represents the total supply of VP





19S0 1981 1982 1933 1934 1935
YEARS OF
SERVICE
1 207 207 207 207 207 207
o
« 234 400 400 400 400 400
3 306 230 391 391 391 391
4 337 291 ">io 372 372 372
5 333 267 ">"><? 177 293 293
6 282 235 193 163 116 207
7 171 206 167 140 117 74
8 127 145 174 139 113 97
9 129 120 134 156 126 112
10 109 96 84 99 117 92
11 140 97 85 75 39 105
12 129 126 87 77 71 84
13 100 123 120 34 74 68
14 95 78 96 94 70 70
15 81 71 63 79 77 54
16 71 79 70 61 77 75
17 61 68 75 66 58 73
13 63 58 65 72 63 56
19 ' 50 57 54 60 66 59
20 44 41 45 33 34 55
21 37 28 no 26 24 27
?9 45 25 24 2^ 26 24
23 35 41 23 nn 20 24
24 35 32 33 21 20 19
25 19 30 28 32 13 17
26 21 17 23 30 17
27 10 17 14 23 21 24
28 7 7 13 10 17 15
29 2 5 5 10 8 13
30 4 1Am 5 5 10 3
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E. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Model development with specification of relevant para-
meters must be simple enough for ease of computation, yet
complete enough so as to provide the most accurate representa-
tion of the subject being modeled. When attempting to simulate
reality as closely as possible, it is necessary to establish
certain assumptions which govern model application. The fol-
lowing assumptions and limitations are those which are outlined
in Ref . 18 and include those which are, additionally, pertinent
to the VP SEATOURS model:
1. Model structure necessitates the assumption that all
personnel follow the career structure exactly as defined. As
shown by the analysis in Section IV, this is not the case in
reality.
2. Only those officers with years of commissioned service
matching tour position parameters and of appropriate rank are
considered available to fill requirements.
3. Each tour position is assumed to commence at the same
time in a specific year of service for all sea duty assignments
in the model. This assumes that each tour is renewed at the
same time each year since officers' year group is linked
directly to fiscal year. This does not represent the "real
world" situation; however, the times should average out over
a span of years.
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4. It is assumed that the number of billets per sea duty
assignment will not change over time. If such changes are de-
sired, the model can be run for each new set of circumstances.
5. As previously mentioned, the supply of officers is not
subject to direct alteration. Officer inventory can only be
changed by reassigning values to elements of the supply array
outside of the program function. This certainly limits analysis
of accession policy alternatives. However, updated information
can be requested and entered in the three dimensional supply
array.
6. VP supply data includes all "due course" officers.
Those CDRs and LCDRs who have failed to select for promotion
to the next higher grade are excluded from the supply array,
since they are no longer considered available to fill major
command and squadron command positions. The officer inventory
data was entered this way since promotion to the next higher
grade is normally a prerequisite for available command positions,
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VII. MODEL APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The VP SEATOURS model allows manipulation of relevant
criteria affecting the utilization of VP officers and provides
a means for calculating seatour opportunities over a forecast-
ing period. The following analysis is designed to illustrate
model capability through simulation of various scenarios which
may represent alternatives available to community analysts for
solving current aviation manpower problems. Several options
examined for the VP community are similar to those proposed in
a recent Unrestricted Line (URL) Officer Study for the entire
aviation community [Ref: 13]. However, it is important to
emphasize that alternatives presented in this research do not
necessarily reflect current planning of the Manpower Personnel
Training Division (OP-13) of the Office of the DCNO.
By using the VP SEATOURS model there are primarily two
areas in which manpower managers may readily vary pertinent
data to affect the outcome of seatour s opportunity:
1. Alterations in billet structure for specific sea duty
assignments and tour positions.
2. Alterations in tour positions through additions, de-
letions, or changes in starting points and durations.
Although the implications of resultant seatour opportunity
ratios may have considerable impact upon management planning
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and alternative selection, the trends exhibited through several
model applications may be extremely valuable in providing in-
sight as to the best available option for solving particular
manpower problems.
B. CURRENT VP DATA
Appendix F contains a printout of a typical computer ses-
sion involving seatour opportunity calculation for VP aviators
under existing conditions of billet structure and tour positions
Current data for pilot only, NFO only, and aggregate categories
are included. Program instructions and data display are pro-
vided to familiarize the reader with current VP data, based
on information received from sources previously cited in
Section VI.
Seatour opportunity results for the aggregate category dis-
close substantial shortfalls for first tour aviators in all
projected fiscal years, particularly during the 1981 to 1983
period. Such findings reflect the existing and projected status
of first tour VP squadron manning, as indicated in Ref. 2. Of
additional importance is the predicted shortfall in manpower
for department head positions (Tour 3) , especially beginning
with 1983. This forecast is probably attributable to the re-
cent, increased attrition among members of year groups which
will be in position for such tours after 1983.
Even though a shortfall of 12 percent is projected in
198 5, seatour opportunities in tour 2 are quite high for the
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1980 to 1984 period, averaging 90 percent. Tour 4, represent-
ing VP-related executive and commanding officer positions,
maintains an average seatour opportunity of 62 percent over
the 1980 to 1985 period. Although a considerable increase
is projected between 198 and 1982, major command (Tour 5)
opportunities are understandably lower and average 27 percent
through 198 5.
Seatour opportunity results for pilots reveal major short-
falls in the first tour position for all projected years.
Disassociated sea duty assignments (tour 2) can be filled through
1983, but shortages will occur thereafter. Results addition-
ally indicate that department head billets will become increas-
ingly difficult to fill after 198 2. Command opportunities
seem slightly higher than normal; however, when the effects of
recent pilot attrition are considered, these figures seem more
reasonable.
Results of current data for NFOs also show major shortages
in the first tour position. Fulfillment of second tour require-
ments will pose no problem during the 1981 to 1984 period,
when opportunities for this tour are quite high. However,
shortages are projected for tour 3 prior to 1983. NFC com-
mand opportunities seem extremely high for tour 4, but the
effects of pilot attrition may be the cause for this unexpected
result.
Current data for aggregate, pilot only, and NFO only
categories are analyzed to determine effects of changes in
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billet requirements and tour positions on seatour opportuni-
ties. Upon completion of data alterations for each category,
resultant seatour opportunity matrices should be compared
with respective matrices representing current data results.
This makes it possible to analyze the effects of various
changes on seatour opportunities.
C. BILLET REQUIREMENT ALTERATIONS
Selection of utilization alternatives and distribution
options is constrained by mandated billet requirements which
are essential for fulfillment of defense manning objectives.
Of particular concern to the Navy are sea duty assignments
involving deployable ships, squadrons, and supporting staffs.
Having traditionally been afforded the highest priority, such
assignments require a concerted effort on the part of manpower
managers to insure they are adequately filled. Manpower re-
quirements for sea duty assignments will vary, depending on
the rate of hardware acquisitions and disposals. Alterations
in numbers of ships and squadrons will dictate changes in
billet requirements which, in turn, require modifications in
manpower policies to insure efficient fulfillment of elimina-
tion of such requirements.
When applying the VP SEATOURS model for the purpose of
testing billet requirement alternatives, the analyst must
proceed with caution to insure that selected changes provide
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available manpower with requisite rank, experience, and train-
ing to fill newly established billets. When shifting billet
requirements between tour positions, it is also important to
insure that any additional manpower burden can be sufficiently
absorbed by that position in which new billets are placed.
The two methods of altering billet requirement data using
the VP SEATOURS model are presented below. Specific examples
representing tests of feasible alternatives are included for
each case. Appendices F and G should be referenced since they
contain printouts of the current data and results and the
computer sessions in which the specific changes were made.
1. Sea Duty Assignment Changes
Change I for the aggregate category shows the effects
of increasing the number of aircraft carriers (CV) , amphibious
ships (AMPHIB) , and service force units (SERVF) . Commencing
in fiscal year 1981, an aircraft carrier is added to increase
the total of these units to 14. The average number of amphi-
bious ships on which VP aviators may serve is increased by one
in 1981, 1982, and 1983 and remains at 10 thereafter. Service
force units are increased by two in 1981 and again in 198 2 to
give a total of 7
.
When compared with the corresponding matrix for cur-
rent, aggregate data in Appendix F, the new matrix reveals an
increase in seatour opportunities after 198 with projected
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shortfalls in 1984 and 1985 for the second tour position.
Commencing in 1981, the tour 5 position also shows increases
in seatour opportunities resulting from expansion in major sea
command positions now available through addition of these ships.
A reduction in aviation squadrons due to decommission-
ing miscellaneous, special mission units is illustrated with
Change II in Appendix G. In this example, the decommissioning
of VC-2 [Ref : 2] is considered with an additional elimination
of VXE, VXN, and several VR/VRF units. Implementation of this
option would enable more VP aviators to fill second tour as-
signments on ships or seagoing staffs or to return to operational
VP squadrons for augmentation purposes. Results indicate that
second tour opportunities are reduced, third tour shortfalls
are improved in a small degree because of a decrease in depart-
ment head requirements, and fourth tour opportunities are de-
creased due to the elimination of several executive and com-
manding officer billets.
2. Billet Structure Changes
Change III depicts the option of altering billet re-
quirements by specific tour positions. Using pilots only in
this example, billets in the disassociated seatour position
(tour 2) are increased to demonstrate the effects of additional
pilot utilization on ships and in seagoing staffs. Results
included in Appendix G show that employment of this option
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would prove detrimental in that considerable shortfalls would
occur over all projected fiscal years in tour 2. It is clear
that the projected pilot manpower supply could not sufficiently
support these additional requirements.
Change IV illustrates the effect of the opposite al-
teration for pilots. In this case, second tour billet require-
ments are reduced, allowing for pilot utilization in more cri-
tical assignments, such as training command instructor billets
or augmentation of operational VP squadrons which currently
maintain shortfalls in the first tour position. Results in
Appendix G display the consequences of this alteration: a sub-
stantial reduction in the second seatour opportunities.
Change V is an example of billet structure alteration
by sea duty assignment for the aggregate category. In this case,
billets are reduced in operational VP squadrons as a result of
a decrease in mandated, aircrew requirements. First tour bil-
lets are changed to 40, third tour to 4, and fourth tour (XO/
CO) are maintained at 2. Comparison of the resultant seatour
opportunity matrix with current data in Appendix F reveals
that this option would eliminate all shortfalls in the depart-
ment head tour (tour 3) and all but three in the first tour
position for the six fiscal years projected. Remaining man-
power deficiencies during the 1981 to 1983 period for tour 1
are greatly reduced, thereby relieving some of the manpower
burden currently existing in operational squadrons.
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D. TOUR POSITION ALTERATIONS
The relative position of specific sea duty tours for VP
aviators were previously depicted in Figure 9. Application
of the VP SEATOURS model incorporates tour parameters for start
and duration in conjunction with rank requirements for each
seatour position. Manipulation of these parameters affords
the analyst with an opportunity to examine various career
development paths so that viable alternatives can be deter-
mined.
Adjustments in tour positions must be undertaken with cau-
tion to properly consider training, experience, rank, and other
requisites pertinent to those tours being altered and others
which may be affected by such changes. For example, moving
the major sea command tour (tour 5) to an earlier start posi-
tion of 20 years of service would not be feasible, based on
current policy, unless commanders would be considered eligible
for billets which now specify the rank of captain.
Tour position alterations may affect seatour opportunity
in several ways. Increasing tour duration provides additional
officers to fill billets within that tour; however, such a
change may have important effects on the starts and durations
of following tours. Addition or deletion of tour positions
in the career development path must be conducted with considera-
tion of adjacent tours. Placing a new tour in the later years
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of the career structure may push following tours into those
years of service which are relatively lean in manpower supply,
resulting in shortfalls for the later tours.
Of additional significance in the manipulation of tour
positions is the consequences to adjacent shore assignments.
Prior to altering sea duty tours, consideration must be given
to the effects on shore duty requirements, required start times
and durations of such tours, and the importance of these tours
in the career structure. For example, a situation may exist
where a determination must be made as to whether time in a sub-
sequent shore assignment should be sacrificed for an extension
in a preceding sea duty assignment. Several applications
which follow obviously affect adjacent shore duty assignments.
As previously noted, exclusion of shore billets limits the
scope of the model. Although the model currently focuses on
the important, operational sea duty assignments, future in-
tegration of shore requirements will provide a more complete
analysis of the VP community.
Tour position adjustments are illustrated below with examples
for each case. Appendix H includes sample computer sessions
in which relevant alterations were conducted. Once again, sea-
tour opportunity results must be compared with benchmark
matrices in Appendix F.
1. Tour Start and/or Duration Changes
Change VI shows the effect of increasing the length
of the combined executive (XO) and commanding officer (CO) tour
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(tour 4) from 2 to 3 years for the aggregate category. Imple-
mentation of this option would have the effect of lengthening
the time as XO and CO to 1-1/2 years each, and result in an
overall reduction in command opportunity for certain year groups.
If year groups approaching the command position are relatively
small in number, causing an unusually high command opportunity,
increasing tour length can provide a means of enforcing greater
selectivity upon those available. Comparison of the results
of this change with the results in Appendix F reveals that
seatour opportunity is reduced by an average of 17 percent in
tour 4 over the projected fiscal years.
Change VII illustrates tour changes for the first and
third tour positions for pilots only. This alternative is an
important one to consider in light of current shortfalls in
manning VP operational squadron billets. Although implemen-
tation of this option would drastically shorten following shore
assignments, such a sacrifice may be required in order to meet
operational requirements. In this example tour 1 duration is
increased by one year and tour 3 is commenced one year earlier
(11th year) and extended to 3 years. Results in Appendix H
disclose that this option would substantially reduce shortfalls
in tour 1 for the 198 to 1983 period and eliminate deficiencies
in 1984 and 198 5. Similarly, shortfalls in the department head
tour (tour 3) are eliminated in the 198 to 198 2 period and
decreased in the 1983 to 198 5 period.
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A comparable situation is analyzed for NFOs in Change
VIII. The first and third tours are changed in exactly the
same manner as above for the purpose of mitigating manpower
shortfalls. By referring to Appendix H, it is evident that
this alteration greatly improves the manpower predicament of
the NFO community, particularly in the department head tour
where all shortfalls are eliminated.
2 . Tour Alteration by Addition of New Tours
Change IX presents for the aggregate category the
option of including an additional operational flying tour be-
tween tours 2 and 3. Beginning at the 9-1/2 year point, this
tour would immediately follow the disassociated seatour assign-
ment (tour 2) and replace the shore assignment which normally
fills the 2-1/2 years prior to the department head tour (now
tour 4) . Even though this option would force some individuals
to forego the usual shore assignment, it would provide additional
flying experience and assist in offsetting first tour shortfalls
in squadron manning. In this example, VP squadron billets for
the first tour are reduced from 50 to 4 5 with the difference
becoming the billet requirement for the new tour (tour 3) . The
five new billets must be added for tour 3 under the VP sea duty
assignment category, with zeros entered for the other sea duty
assignments. Results in Appendix H indicate that this alterna-
tive would decrease manpower shortfalls in the first tour x and




In the VP aviation community the executive and command-
ing officer assignments for operational squadrons occur during a
two -year tour, of which the first year is the XO, the second
year the CO tour. Change X illustrates the effects of separat-
ing these assignments into two, distinct tours with a shore duty
assignment included between them. To accomplish this change
the executive officer tour (tour 4) is moved to an earlier start
point at 14-1/2 years of service, immediately following the
department head tour (tour 3) . Duration of this new tour is
established at 1-1/2 years. The commanding officer tour (tour 5)
is added to commence at the 17-year point with a duration of
1-1/2 years. Billet requirements are then adjusted for each of
these new tours.
As depicted in Appendix H, implementation of Change X for
both executive and commanding officer positions would provide
seatour opportunities which are comparable to those currently
experienced. One disadvantage of such a change would be the
elimination of continuity in the top two billets by obviating
the executive officer's direct move into the commanding officer
position in the same squadron. However, advantages of this
option would be the opportunity to serve as XO at a relatively
early point in an officer's career, and having more time in both
positions in possibly different squadrons.
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E. CONCURRENT ALTERATIONS TO MEET OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The following applications are designed to illustrate
model diversity through several combinations of changes for the
purpose of fulfilling current requirements and eliminating man-
power shortfalls. One example is presented for each of the
pilot, NFO, and aggregate categories.
1. Pilot Category
Change XI incorporates the following alterations for
pilots only:
a. First tour length is extended by one year and the
third tour is commenced at 11 years of service and lengthened to
three years.
b. Billet requirements in the second tour position are
altered to provide 3 additional billets for augmentation pur-
poses in operational VP squadrons, while reducing requirements
in ships, seagoing staffs, and disassociated squadrons.
c. Billet structure of operational VP squadrons is
changed to reduce first tour billets from 31 to 28, add the 3
billets for tour 2, and reduce tour 3 billets by 1.
Results in Appendix I show that employment of these
alterations would succeed in meeting nearly all pilot billet
requirements. Extremely small deficiencies of one percent still
prevail for tour 1 in 1981 and tour 3 in 1984. The only signi-






Change XII involves several changes for NFOs only, as
enumerated below:
a. Billet requirements in operational VP squadrons are
reduced from 19 to 16 in the first tour and from 3 to 2 in the
third tour. Three billets are added in the second tour position
for augmentation.
b. Second tour billet requirements are reduced in dis-
associated squadrons, ships, and seagoing staffs to accommodate
the addition of 3 billets to each operational VP squadron.
c. First tour duration is increased to 4 years, while
the third tour is moved up to 11 years and lengthened to 3 years,
This combination of changes provides the results de-
picted in Appendix I for NFOs. First tour shortfalls are elimin-
ated in 1980, 1984, and 1985, while those in the remaining years
are greatly diminished. Shortages in the second and third tours
are completely eliminated through 1984. Deficiencies remaining
in tour 1 could be reduced further by an additional shift of
first tour billet requirements to second tour positions. How-
ever, caution is required since such action may obviously create




Change XIII analyzes seatour opportunities for all VP
officers by application of the following changes:
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a. Billet requirements in each VP squadron are reduced
to 42 billets for first tour and 5 billets for third tour posi-
tions.
b. Second tour requirements are altered to provide 5
billets to operational VP squadrons for augmentation. A con-
sequent reduction in billet requirements for ships, seagoing
staffs, and disassociated squadrons is completed to allow more
aviators to return to operational squadrons during this tour.
c. The first and third tour position starts and durations
are changed in the same manner as for Changes XI and XII above.
Appendix I displays these alterations and associated
results. All manpower requirements are filled for the 1980 to
1984 period. Only a very minor shortage remains in the second
tour position in 1985. All seatour opportunities seem reasonable
for each tour position. Implementation of this combination of
changes is based on the assumption that manning operational VP
squadrons would take precedence over other current billet re-
quirements. Those billets not filled in ships, seagoing staffs,
and disassociated squadrons would, out of necessity, be "gapped"
or filled by officers of other communities, if not completely
eliminated.
In summary, the applications presented in this section
have demonstrated the utility of the VP SEATOURS model. The
advantage of its use lies in the ability to provide a more com-
plete understanding of the impact of billet requirement and
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tour position changes upon available manpower. The analysis
has been designed to offer options which could realistically
be considered in existing scenarios for the purpose of im-
proving manpower management within the VP community.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Efficient utilization of available officers through appli-
cation of effective professional development programs will be
of paramount importance in the manpower environment of the 198 0s.
Management of extremely complex manpower systems, such as that
of the U. S. Navy, can be improved considerably through use of
advanced, automated techniques which provide the opportunity for
achieving comprehensive, accurate, and timely analysis of alter-
natives to existing manpower policies. When equipped with this
capability, analysts are better prepared to forecast effectively
trends in manpower policies which dictate employment of valuable,
and often dwindling resources.
Development of an interactive computer model for a specific
manpower system must incorporate a thorough examination of the
nature of the system to determine input parameters which are
essential for accurate simulation. Accuracy of the model's
output is critically dependent upon the input data. However,
integration of an interactive system in the manpower management
process must insure that simplicity is not sacrificed for a
perceived need to include all available information. Advanced
manpower planning methods must be simple enough for regular,
general use and capable of providing results which are easy to
interpret and apply.
This research has presented an analysis of one small segment
of the U. S. Navy manpower system. The purpose has been to
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concentrate on professional development within the VP aviation
community and establish relevant criteria for application of a
seatour opportunity model which can be of benefit to aviation
manpower analysts.
An historical billet and career path analysis proved useful
in defining those billets and career sequences which are common
to VP aviators, A frequency distribution analysis and a condi-
tional probability computation enabled comparison of specific
billets and career paths for categories of command selectees and
nonselectees. This enhanced recognition of those billets and bil-
let sequences which improve or limit command selection oppor-
tunity for the year groups examined. Of equal importance was
the identification of those assignments and necessary flowpoints
which are essential to VP officer professional development. Such
information served as a basis for structuring a model for the
VP community.
The VP SEATOURS model is a versatile tool which has poten-
tial for greatly improving manpower planning within the VP avi-
ation community. Armed with the ability to "test" alternative
manpower policies, VP managers may be able to detect trends in
current resource employment which require intelligent altera-
tion or immediate remedy. Although not a precise prediction for
the future, the seatour opportunities output is indicative of
trends in VP officer management, When viewed in proper context,
this information can be extremely valuable to manpower planners.
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Model applications presented in this research are designed
to exhibit model versatility and illustrate alternatives which
could be feasible options for improving current manpower
situations. If the model is applied by aviation manpower analysts
who have readily accessible, accurate input data, necessary al-
terations can be made to accommodate analysis of alternatives
currently under consideration.
The model cannot possibly include every aspect of current
manpower planning. Simulation of manpower systems invariably
involves many limitations and assumptions. Although useful for
planning purposes in its current state, the VP SEATOURS model
may be improved through implementation of the following consid-
erations. These recommendations are pertinent for improvement
of future, similar analyses, as well as the model itself:
1. The methodology and analysis conducted in this research
can be applied to other aviation communities with the goal of
establishing manpower planning models for each.
2. Through integration of shore duty assignments the VP
model could provide a more complete and accurate reflection of
total VP manpower requirements. The scope of the model would
be expanded to enable analysis of the entire career structure.
Incorporation of this feature would also improve model sensi-
tivity to changes in manpower utilization policies.
3. Model versatility would be enhanced by including a
method for easier alteration of officer inventory to account
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for changes in accessions and continuation rates. This would
allow for timely changes in manpower inventory to account for
unanticipated fluctuations in available supply.
Implementation of these recommendations could provide models
with greater capability for analyzing manpower problems of much
broader scope. For example, the options presented in the 197 9
URL aviation study [Ref:13] could be examined thoroughly to deter-
mine the feasibility of employment and the long range effects on
current policies. The following alternatives to aviation man-
power planning could be readily analyzed:
1. The effect of NFO transitions to pilot status in several
aviation communities.
2. The effect of establishing an aviation generalist com-
munity to assume administrative assignments currently
maintained by pilots.
3. Consequences of increasing pilot supply through a flying




Planning for viable career development paths for women
aviators.
5. The effect of changes in the pilot training rate.




The manpower environment of the 198 0s will most likely
prove to be increasingly dynamic, complex, and challenging.
Effective utilization of available resources will require
timely, absolute, and decisive reaction to various manpower
problems. Development of improved methods for accurately
analyzing and forecasting effects of alternatives to manpower
planning is critically important. There is no doubt that em-
ployment of such methods would provide a desperately needed
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USEFUL SECTIONS of the Navy Officer Manpower
and Personnel Classifications Manual (NAVPERS 15839D)
Volume I: Part A - Navy Officer Billet Classifications (NOBC)
Part B - Billet and Officer Designator Codes, Desig-
nator Advisors, Role and Responsibilities of
Officers, Officer Grade Codes
Part E - Subspecialty Codes
Part H - Ship and Station Codes
Part K - Service School Course Codes
Volume II: Item No. 4 - Designators, Officer
Item No. 10 - Previous Military Service Codes
Item No. 24 - Source Codes
Item No. 37 - Promotion Status
Item No. 33 - Aviation Billet Indicators
Item No. 52 - Service School Codes
Item No. 58 - Level of Educational Achievement Codes
Item Nos. 66-68 - Subspecialty Codes
Item Nos. 79 & 91 - Subspecialty Utilization Codes
Item Nos. 81 & 91 - Ship and Station Codes
Item Nos. 83, 86, 8 9 & 91 - Navy Officer Billet
Classification Codes
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Sample Application of Bayes ' Theorem for Determination
of Conditional Probabilities
Bayes' Theorem was applied to each of the billet categories
in Section III using the following equation for conditional
probability determination [Ref:6]:
P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)
P(B|A)P(A) + P(B|AC )P(AC )
Using the B2 category for pilots as an example, variables were
redefined ana included in the equation as follows:
P(B2|S)P(S)P(S B2) =
P(B2|S)P(S) + P(B2|S C )P(SC )
where
,
P(S) = probability of command selection.
P(SC ) = probability of nonselection.
P(S|B2) = probability of selection given that a B2 tour had been
completed.
P(B2|S) = probability of having completed a B2 tour given that
selection had occurred.
P(B2|sc )= probability of having completed a B2 tour given that
selection had not occurred.
For the specific example the following probabilities were
computed and assigned:
P(S) = .41 P(B2|S) = .48




Substitution of these into the following equations yields
the joint probability of having a B2 tour for pilot selectees
and nonselectees:
P(B2 and S) = P(B2|S)P(S) = .20
and
>Cs
_P(B2 and S^) = P(B2 S^PtS^) = .38c^ »
Since the joint probabilities are known, the marginal
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RESULTS OF CURRENT DATA FOR PILOTS
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CURRENT DATA FOR NFOS
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RESULTS OF CURRENT DATA FOR NFOS
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